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Chairman’s Report
As we enter the final six weeks of 2019 it is important to reflect on our activities over the past year. Quite frankly it became apparent to me in early January of 2019 that the effort and time required to achieve the goals CSF had set for itself while evaluating our
strategic plan would be significantly in excess of my original estimate. To our benefit however, we are fortunate to be blessed
with a diverse board whose members represent virtually every sheep sector, every age group, every scale of operation, as well as
broad representation of the lifestyles found within the makeup of our national sheep industry. That in itself is a significant asset,
however every board member is not only committed to the furtherance of the sheep industry in their respective province, but
they also recognize the importance of a single unified national voice.
Over the course of 2019 the Canadian Sheep Federation Board members and Executive Director have been involved in the Audit
and Finance Committee, Promotions, Research and Advocacy Committee, and Wildlife Conflict Working Group. The CSF also delivers the following national programs, the CSIP/Traceability Program (except in Quebec), the Canadian Verified Sheep Program, the
Scrapie Flock Certification Program, and the Chronic Wasting Disease Herd Certification Program for the Cervid Industry. In the
execution of these programs CSF works in regular collaboration with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Canadian Food Inspection
Agency, Health Canada, Market Access Secretariat, and Statistics Canada. Given the Federal nature of these programs and their
implications and impacts on additional species groups CSF is also involved in an additional twenty-seven nationally scoped working groups and advisory committees. In 2019 our organization reached out internationally as well to create and host the first Annual Global Sheep Conference which was so successful that we have been asked to host a subsequent larger event in Canada in
2020. Our outreach has also extended to the United States with a proposal put forward by Corlena to the USDA and APHIS potentially enabling improved pharmaceutical and microbial access for producers in both countries. This effort resulted in an invitation
by the United States Animal Health Association for Corlena to present at their AGM in Providence RI this past October.
Many of our partner organizations may not realize the Canadian Sheep Federation is involved in representing the national sheep
industry in every province as well as the Yukon. Although the provincial sheep organizations in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec
and Alberta have withdrawn their membership payments to the CSF, their producers continue to receive the benefits of CSF’s
work, while being subsidized by membership-paying provinces. It must also be mentioned that there has been a significant increase in support for the CSF within the non-member provinces of late, given the new memberships by groups like the Purebred
Sheep Breeders of Ontario, as well as ongoing support from organizations such as CCWG and CSBA. There are suggestions at this
point amongst producers in at least two provinces, that even lobbyists must have the ability to point to past successes and substantive accomplishments in order to maintain credibility and effective lobbying.
There is a realization by a significant majority of grass roots producers that if a democratic vote where held, those provinces
would apply to rejoin the Canadian Sheep Federation. The rewards for nationally unity should be obvious, however what seems
less apparent is that close to two million dollars every year in market access fees is being lost to our industry given the unwillingness to work together as one industry. We can not force change where it is not desired, but please know that the CSF sincerely
wants all Canadian sheep producers to find common ground. Despite our difference, we are better together. In the hopes that
one day we can resolve those differences, we’ll “leave the light on”.
At the Canadian Sheep Federation, we remain committed to helping all sheep producers across Canada in achieving the level of
success they aspire to.
Respectfully Submitted,
Allan Ribbink
Chairman, Canadian Sheep Federation

2018-2019

12/18

Livestock groups launch
discussions around
alternative protein sources.

09/18
VDD Consults on MUMS vet drug approval
pathway.
Animal Health Canada launches.
USDA audits Canada's SFCP.

01/19

Canadian sheep industry becomes the
first in the world to move lambs on
blockchain.

03/19

CSF Partners with Community of Federal
Regulators and Canadian Food
Inspection Agency in use case study of
AgroLedger.

06/2019
USDA accepts Canadian SFCP
equivalent in preparation for
new import policy.
CSF speaks at ASI committee
meeting, launching
collaboration on vet drugs and
biologics.

07/2019
Canada hosts successful First
Annual Global Sheep
Conference.

10/19

CSF presents at United States Animal Health
Association, promoting collaboration on vet
drug and biologic approvals.
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National Leadership

Collaborating
with every aspect
of the sector:
• Explore valueadded opportunities for the sheep
industry.
• Liaise with other
sectors to capitalize on economy
of scale for projects and initiatives.
• Articulate the role
and structure of
the CSF to industry stakeholders,
striving for a national commitment.
• Implement national check-off.

Leading by example, guided by experience
From it’s inception, the
CSF has provided national leadership for
the Canadian Sheep
Industry. Re-affirmed
in the latest strategic
plan, this role is one
the CSF has focused
closely on throughout
the year.

months. This technology will change how Canadian agriculture manages traceability and big
data, and make the
sheep industry a technology leader.
More
exciting developments
to come in 2020!

A real red-letter day
for CSF was announcing that the Canadian
Sheep Industry is the
first in the world to move
lambs on blockchain.
The CSF took the
AgroLedger project
from concept, through
field trial to use case
study with the Community of Federal Regulators in less than 5

The CSF is pleased to be
a contributing found of
Animal Health Canada.
There since the very
first informal ‘what if’
discussion, the CSF
continues to support
AHC’s mandate to improve the way the livestock sector mitigates,
manages and recovers
from animal health
emergencies.
In the

same vein, the CSF
contributed to the
founding session of the
CAHSS Vector-Borne
Disease Surveillance
group, and is now a
committed member.
Also new this year is
the CSF’s Wildlife
Conflict WG. Including members from
Yukon Ag., BC Sheep,
Alaska Farm Bureau
and USDA, the group
came together to
share information,
challenges and strategies managing wildlife
conflict issues. Most
recently, The WG
partnered with the
NFAHWC to under-

take a Farmed Animal
Wildlife Interface pilot
project.
CSF: Canadian sheep
farmers working for
Canadian sheep farmers.

That’s not all...
Even with all the new
initiatives of the past
year, the CSF maintains a large number of
on-going files.
In fact, the CSF participates in 25-30 external, nationally scoped
Boar ds ,
Ad vis ory
Boards,
W o rk i n g
Groups and Committees.
Included among these

are traceability groups
(6), disease surveillance and control,
animal health, animal
welfare, veterinary
drug and biologic activities, market information, business risk
management programming, trade, environment and climate
change, and livestock
transportation.

Finally, the CSF continues to lay the
groundwork for a
national Promotions
and Research Agency.
There’s still a lot of
work to be done, but
the payoff for Canadian sheep producers is
an additional $2M a
year invested in the
sector to help Canadian producer succeed
and the industry grow.

Have questions about
these initiatives or
want to get involved?
We’d love to hear
from you!
info@cansheep.ca
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Industry Advocacy

Leading industry
in advocacy with
the federal government, legislative frameworks,
and in areas of
key concern to
stakeholders:
• Liaise and advocate with the federal government
in support of
stakeholders
meeting the priority marketplace
demands.
• Champion the
work of the Sheep
Value Chain
Round Table
Working Groups.

Walking the walk
We take advocacy
seriously and we
make it count. Its
easy enough to garner the title, but
turning advocacy it
into results is the
true measure of
success.
One of the CSF’s
key lobby efforts has
around improved
access for the sector
to veterinary drugs
and biologics. No
easy task in light of
increasing regulatory
oversight. For years
we’ve worked with
regulators, to find a

way to get more
approved for sheep.
We were pleased to
consult on a Use of
Foreign Decisions
Pathway proposal
and excited to learn
the proposal is included in the Forward Regulatory Plan
2019-2021.
This
will mean more veterinary
products
approved for use in
sheep in Canada!
And that’s just the
tip of the advocacy
iceberg!
We’ve
worked with our
market access team

“Health Canada is aiming to facilitate access to
prescription drugs for human and veterinary
use by creating an alternate pathway, with
eligibility requirements, for the authorization
of drugs that meet an unmet medical need for
Canadians or their animals. “
Health Canada

on sheep-specific
access issues including US access, and
free-trade consultations with MERCOSUR and CUSMA,
The CSF met with
Minister Bibeau and
senior policy advisors, briefed the
House of Commons
Standing Committee
on Agriculture and
Agri-Food on the
sector’s public trust
ch allen ges ,
an d
briefed
senior
AAFC, CFIA and
CFR staff on the

organization’s blockchain project.
New this year,
we’ve moved our
advocacy
efforts
outside our borders,
Look for more details on the Global
Engagement page.
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Global Engagement

Exploring and
building relationships with potential international
partners:
• Liaise and advocate with the federal government
in support of
stakeholders
meeting the priority marketplace
demands.
• Champion the
work of the Sheep
Value Chain
Round Table
Working Groups.

Altogether now
What an unprecedented year of international relationships
for Canada’s sheep
industry!
What started as a
few email exchanges
with international
colleagues early in the
year quickly turned
to the first of its kind
Global Sheep Conference.
Invited guests represented Canada, the
United States, Uruguay, the United
Kingdom, South Africa, New Zealand and
Australia. The meeting concluded with a

Statement Of Intent,
outlining agreed upon
areas for future collaboration including:

• Inspiring sheep
meat consumption
and production
• Fostering young
leader development
and next generation
programing
• Furthering innovation in wool
•A ddressing new and
emerging technologies around alternative proteins

public trust.
This year’s AGM will
focus on furthering
these initiatives and
the possibility of a
2nd Annual event.
The list of invitees
has already grown.

Did You Know?
Global Conference
videos shared on the
CSF facebook page
have been viewed in
39 countries?
The world is watching!

• Managing issues of
social license and

Closer to home
Understanding how
important our southernmost neighbours
are, we’ve worked on
improving our relationship with US
counterparts.
Starting with collaborations on wild sheep
conflicts and cellcultured proteins,
we’ve broadened the
reach to working on

Developing a North
American Approach
to Small Ruminant
Drug Approvals. The
CSF met with ASI’s
Animal Health, Research and Science
Committee
and
spoke at the US Animal Health Association AGM, garnering
support to move
ahead with this initiative.

Moving one step closer to having the US
border re-opened to
Canadian exports of
breeding stock and
cross-transit of live
animals to Mexico,
Canada wrapped up
an audit of its Scrapie
Flock Certification
Program
now
deemed US equivalent.
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Governance

Providing effective, transparent,
open leadership
with inclusion and
integrity while
striving for Board
excellence and
working towards
a unified Canadian Sheep Industry:
• Maintain a relevant governance
policy that ensures effective
management.
• Review by-laws
and strategic plan
on an annual basis.
• Provide sustainable funding for the
CSF.

Effective, transparent, inclusive
Always striving for
the high road, the
CSF pays close attention to how it governs itself, and to the
governance it provides industry. We
play by the book and
do the right thing,
even when no one is
looking.
CSF By-Laws, reviewed
regularly,
ensure transparent
and inclusive leader-

ship while strict financial and document
controls safeguard
fiduciary responsibility.
CSF membership has
expanded to allow
for those vested in
the success of the
national industry to
be part of the process. In addition to
renewed membership
from CCWG and
CSBA, the CSF was

pleased to welcome
the Purebred Sheep
Breeders of Ontario,
Yukon Agricultural
Association and a
number of individuals
as Associate Members.
Together we’ve renewed the organization’s Strategic Plan,
setting priorities for
the next 5 years.

Membership
Regular Membership
open to ALL provincial sheep organizations.
Affiliate and Associate
Memberships available to individuals,
organizations , companies or government
departments.
Become a member
today!
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Knowledge Transfer

Providing a positive link in the
information sharing chain:
• Coordinate the
exchange of national education
and training programs.
• Monitor the international marketplace related to
sheep production
with a view to
ensuring a continuous flow of information relative
to innovative
practices.

Knowledge is power
Committed to serving as a knowledge
transfer vehicle, the
CSF works to get
valuable information
to those who need it.
The cansheep website and Facebook
pages are great places
to share, and easy to
manage on a petite
budget. They’re also a
great place to easily
share news, stories
and discoveries from
around the globe.
Abortion and parasite
factsheets created by
CEPOQ were translated and posted on
CSF pages, reaching

as many as 19,000
visitors.
FAAST
sheets,
educating
Canadian’s on recent
changes in access to
veterinary drugs were
circulated as was
information regarding
livestock transportation regulations.
The CSF has invested
in new technologies
that help simplify KT
on a small budget.
Look for upcoming
series on traceability
regulations, humane
transportation and
other issues, news or
technological advances as they happen.

Want to stay in the
loop?
Follow us on twitter
@cansheep
Like us on Facebook
@cansheep.ca
Visit our website
www.cansheep.ca
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Communications

Conveying timely
and relevant information exchange to
industry stakeholders:
• Provide information
links through website and communication materials.
• Make Canadian
Sheep Industry information available
to domestic and
international stakeholders including
institutions, domestic and foreign governments and service agencies.
• Invest in resources
needed to ensure
effective, trustworthy and ongoing
communications.
• Provide continuous
communications to
appropriate target
audiences.

Getting the word out
2019 was a year of
sharing messages, far
and wide. Traditionally the CSF used email
newsletters to help
keep stakeholders upto-date on the organization’s work. Increasingly, and with greater
reach, the CSF is capitalizing on social media
as a means of
communicating with
stakeholders.
The CSF listserv includes 454 contacts
and 389 subscribers.
Open rates for emails
average 40%, with
press releases receiving highest engage-

ment (49.24% for new
Board appointment
press release) while
From the Flock newsletters show lowest
engagement (32.66%).
Twitter has served as
an effective forum for
sharing news, information and ideas.
Managed by Directors,
@cansheep has 924
followers from 10
different countries.
Tweeting 114 times
over the past year.
@cansheep tweets
resulted in 72,745
impressions and 1,946
engagements.

Facebook provided
the most engaged
level of communications last year. With
1,715 page followers,
the CSF page has
re a che d
2 60,06 8
unique users who’ve
shared 1,698 and liked
2,678 posts, and spent
5,067,788 minutes (or
47.5 person-years)
watching CSF’s Facebook videos.
CSF
posts have reached
people in 47 different
countries.
Reaching far and wide!
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Market Overview

The Customized
Report – Market
Overview: Canadian lamb/sheep
meat & product
trends, 2019 was
graciously created by
Agriculture and AgriFood Canada’s Global Analysis team by
request of the Canadian Sheep Federation. These excerpts
are used with permission from their
source: Chauvin, Erin
-Ann. Agriculture
and Agri-food Canada: Global Analysis
team. Customized
Report Services –
Market Overview:
Canadian lamb/sheep
meat & product
trends, November
2019. The full report will be available
beginning November
13, 2019, on AAFC’s
Market intelligence
reports website.

“The Canadian lamb meat and related food products is a small, yet
important, niche market. In 2018, the lamb industry reached
retail sales of US$725.7M with volume sales of 23.2 million kg
within Canada.
Lamb represented a sales value market share of 3.9% of the
overall retail Canadian meat (US$18.7 billion) sector (including
lamb, beef, chicken, pork, turkey and other similar meat
categories), which is equivalent to a retail volume share of 1.6%.
This lamb segment category has been increasing at a CAGR of
2.8% from 2014 to 2018 and is expected to continue to expand by
a CAGR of 3.3% between 2019 and 2023. “

In 2018, Canada’s top five international markets for
trade of lamb or sheep related products, including
meat, live sheep, sheep or lamb skins and wool were
the US, China, the UAE, Egypt, and Saint Pierre and
Miquelon. Canadian exports of lamb/sheep products to
the world totalled C$7.0 million in 2018. Other smaller markets not included in the table below were Japan,
France, Mexico, Belgium and Eritrea, which made up
the remaining 0.12% of lamb/sheep related exports.

2019 Statement of Operations

